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Creative director, photo historian and lecturer Anne Braybon 
responds to the Gallery’s current exhibition Bailey’s Stardust
and reflects on David Bailey’s first exhibition at the Gallery in
1971, SNAP!*
 
SNAP! explored the ideas and motives behind portraiture. It was 
ground-breaking in its participatory approach, with visitors invited 
to play, wear false noses and moustaches, and pose for studio 
portraits. Bailey’s photographs were shown alongside work by 
David Hockney and caricaturist Gerald Scarfe.
 
Director, Sir Roy Strong, heralded SNAP! as a ‘happening event’ 
and it was the ‘absolute riot’ he predicted. Queues snaked up 
Charing Cross Road, the opening hours were extended and many 
critics wrote of the fun they had.
 
Snap Shot, a late night event at the Gallery on Friday 28 March 
2014, explores similar ideas and interrogates our consumption 
and creation of portraiture today.
 
*SNAP! was conceived by the Welsh Arts Council and organised 
in partnership with the Arts Council of Great Britain.1



Graphic designer Brian Shields uses a vibrant comic strip style
borrowed from Pop Art to announce the playful, participatory 
spirit of SNAP!  On each of the three award-winning posters,
different features are omitted  to solicit graffiti. The private view 
invitation to the exhibition featured life-sized spectacles,
printed with a cut-out line to indicate they were made to wear,
and a paper bag for the catalogue had a face motif and was 
designed to fit over the head.

SNAP! Poster
By Brian Shields, 1971
© National Portrait Gallery, London
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Since the invention of the medium, photographic self-portraiture 
has bucked the notion of the photograph as a record. At first 
glance, Bailey’s self-portrait with Dalí seems to presage the 
burgeoning fascination with self and celebrity that has escalated 
with the mobile phone and the proliferation of social media.  
But ‘selfies’ elicit performance and here Bailey and Dalí, wide-
eyed and focused, concentrate on the process of making this 
portrait, suggesting that their interest lies in capturing the 
moment of their encounter. 

Salvador Dalí and David Bailey
By David Bailey, 1972
© David Bailey
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In common with contemporary artists such as Gerhard Richter, 
Dumas’s work draws on photographic source material. Here she 
translates an internet image of a face made familiar by media 
excess into a portrait of extreme emotional intensity. Using 
translucent bleeding oil colours, loose brushwork and tight 
framing, she creates a sense of great intimacy. When the Gallery 
acquired this posthumous painting in 2012, the small canvas
was hung alone on a wall. Like a secular devotional, it invites 
personal reflection.

Amy Winehouse ('Amy-Blue')
By Marlene Dumas, 2011
© Marlene Dumas; courtesy of the artist and Frith Street Gallery, London
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Rego brings fantastical creatures and curious props into her work 
and builds timeless and allusive narratives. The sheep holding a 
crook is an equal figure in this portrait. ‘The things
I couldn’t get into David’s face I put into the sheep’s face – it goes 
well with him and looks after him’,  Rego said. She produced this 
image over ten three-hour hour sittings, building up a sense of 
theatre with the draped cloth, the playwright’s dramatic hand 
gesture and further props.

Sir David Hare 
By Paula Rego, 2005
© National Portrait Gallery, London; commissioned by the National Portrait Gallery 
with the support of J.P. Morgan through the Fund for New Commissions



Struth’s own family album led to his interest in the exploration 
of relationships in family portraiture. After accepting this 
commission to mark the Diamond Jubilee, he began extensive 
research, reading, studying classical paintings and analysing 
hundreds of photos of the Queen, one of the most portrayed 
women in the world. In the final large image, Struth creates a fine 
balance between the majestic setting and his highly-crafted 
evocation of a long very human relationship. The Queen’s
forceful gaze holds the viewer but, as Struth points out,
‘She is slightly smiling’. 

Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh; Queen Elizabeth II
by Thomas Struth, 7 April 2011
© Thomas Struth, 2011
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The mask is a potent prop, and Wearing’s portrait makes thematic 
links to historical works in the Gallery’s Collection and to her 
earlier explorations of the public and private self. Chakrabarti is 
Director of Liberty, an organisation that addresses issues relating 
to privacy and identity and it was her own comment on her 
often mask-like public persona that prompted the artist’s visual 
approach. The clarity of this large-format studio portrait creates 
an uncanny relationship between the wax mask and the sitter.

Shami Chakrabarti
By Gillian Wearing, 2011
© National Portrait Gallery, London; commissioned by the National Portrait Gallery 
with the support of J.P. Morgan through the Fund for New Commissions



Noble and Webster combine unique three-dimensional 
assemblages with light projection to produce beguiling shadow 
portraits. The two artists gathered fifteen taxidermy animals, 
including a rattlesnake, rat and birds, with wood, fake moss,  
and personal objects from their sitter for the meticulous 
construction of Blow’s portrait. When backlit with a single bulb, 
the resulting silhouette traces her profile with a delicate beauty 
that contrasts with the gothic horror of the assemblage.
It is a compelling work that alternatively enchants and repulses.

Isabella Blow
By Tim Noble; Sue Webster, 2002
Photograph by Andy Keate, © National Portrait Gallery, London;
sculpture © Tim Noble and Sue Webster
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With the inventive use of new technology, Craig-Martin has 
captured a face in flux. This portrait of Hadid, on an LCD monitor 
with integrated computer software, hangs on the wall like a 
painting. Working from drawings and photographs, the artist 
describes Hadid’s face with a few lines. This linear image is fixed, 
but as the saturated colours slowly change, the tenor of the 
portrait alters dramatically. Infinite colour combinations mirror the 
fluidity of Hadid’s own work and present a woman of many moods. 

Dame Zaha Hadid
By Michael Craig-Martin, 2008
© National Portrait Gallery, London; commissioned by the National Portrait Gallery 
with the support of J.P. Morgan through the Fund for New Commissions
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Bailey describes his portraits of artists as a group of the  
‘visually literate’. With this virtuoso portrait he reveals his own 
visual literacy, referencing the work of his sitter and a passion  
for the nineteenth-century photographic pioneer, Julia-Margaret 
Cameron. Brandt was the overarching figure for Bailey’s 
generation and here Bailey pays tribute to the master’s play 
with light and shadow and powerful reductionist printing style. 
Brandt’s head emerges from a dense background that sublimates 
detail in a style that alludes to Cameron’s early portraits.  

Bill Brandt
By David Bailey, 1982
© David Bailey
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Mortimer’s computer-aided technique depicts the disparate 
personalities and the palpable tension he observed in a meeting 
with the three sitters. Over two hours, he made multiple digital 
and 35mm photographs that he later scanned and manipulated, 
cutting, pasting and working with various media to explore 
different visual approaches. In the final large canvas he strips  
out colour and introduces a deliberately awkward composition  
to heighten the uncomfortable psychological dissonance in  
the sitters’ three-way dynamic.

Three Royal Court Theatre Directors (Katie Mitchell; Stephen Daldry; Ian Rickson)
By Justin Mortimer, 2004
© National Portrait Gallery, London
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Creative director, photo historian and lecturer Anne Braybon 
loves fossicking in archives. She joined the National Portrait 
Gallery in 2005 as a consultant, commissioning an annual 
themed series of new photographic portraits. More recently, 
she collaborated with seven photographers on a major three-
year project, Road to 2012, producing over one hundred new 
photographic portraits as a record of the London Olympic and 
Paralympic Games. This year, she has curated the Gallery’s 
lecture programme for Bailey’s Stardust.
 
Braybon writes and leads courses on photography for public 
and private sector clients and continues to research her chosen 
subject, British Photography from 1952-1972.12

Bailey’s Stardust
6 February – 1 June 2014
Sponsored by HUGO BOSS
Spring Season 2014 sponsored by Herbert Smith Freehills
Book now www.npg.org.uk/bailey
or call 020 7766 7331
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Anne Braybon and Brian Griffin at work on The Road to 2012 project
By David Bentley 

SNAP! Poster by Brian Shields (page 2), Salvador Dalí and David 
Bailey by David Bailey (page 3), and Bill Brandt by David Bailey 
(page 11)  on display in Bailey’s Stardust until 1 June 2014

Amy Winehouse by Marlene Dumas (page 5) and Dame Zaha 
Hadid by Michael Craig-Martin (page 9) on display in Room 32
 
All other images viewable online at npg.org.uk
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